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ABSTRACT

Classical refractors require at least two lenses, an objective and an eyepiece, to achieve image magnification and focusing. In this study, a minimalistic telescope design consisting of a single lens and a small aperture (the single-lens telescope) is examined. The design exploits the angular
limiting properties of the aperture to achieve approximate image focusing, at the expense of image brightness. An analytical geometrical optics
model is first presented to explore the fundamental optical properties of such a system, alongside a numerical ray-tracing framework; a more general
Fourier optics theory unifying both diffractive and geometrical regimes is also developed. Extensive experimental validation of theoretical results
across angular magnification, angular resolution, and image intensity profiles is demonstrated, and optimum aperture sizes for varying magnifications and irradiance wavelength are derived. The mechanical simplicity of such telescopes indicates good applicability as a simple and low-cost
instrument for beginner astronomy or ad-hoc fieldwork.

1. Introduction
Telescopes functioning over wide frequency ranges form an integral base for modern observational astronomy. Notable recent
contributions facilitated by telescopic instruments include the second-ever detection [1–3] of repeating fast radio bursts (FRBs) by the
Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME), the analysis of which stands to aid in understanding emission mechanisms of these elusive phenomena and improve future detection odds; corroboratory electromagnetic observations complementing gravitational wave detections of neutron star mergers, beckoning an impending era of multi-messenger astronomy [4–7];
the second-ever identification of a microquasar with significantly relativistic baryonic jets, which challenges canonical theories of jet
formation [8]; and the possible detection of a density cusp in the center of the Milky Way containing large numbers of stellar-mass
black holes, supporting current theories of galactic stellar dynamics [9].
Optical telescopes are broadly classified into reflecting and refracting categories, the former utilizing curved mirrors for light
transport, and the latter utilizing lens systems. Minimally-constructed classical refracting telescopes (refractors) typically achieve
image magnification with a converging objective lens and a converging or diverging eyepiece lens—the Galilean variant [10] uses a
diverging eyepiece placed before the focal point of the objective, while the Keplerian variant [11] uses a converging lens placed after
it (see Fig. 1). In either design, a minimum of two lenses is required.
The single lens telescope (SLT) is a design that removes the need for the eyepiece lens by replacing it with a small aperture. By
removing the necessity for the precise alignment of two lenses, the SLT offers greatly reduced mechanical complexity in construction,
relative to traditional refractors; furthermore, image magnification and orientation can be adjusted simply through translating the
pinhole along the optical axis, rather than changing the focal length ratio of the two lenses. This implies that the SLT has the potential
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Fig. 1. Ray diagrams for (a) Galilean refractor, (b) Keplerian refractor, and (c) the single-lens telescope (SLT). The Galilean and Keplerian refractors
produce an upright and inverted magnified image respectively; the SLT produces an inverted image when the pinhole is placed between the
objective lens and its focal plane (z2 f1 < 0 ), and an upright image when the pinhole is placed between the objective focal plane and the imaging
system (z2 f1 > 0 ).

to be significantly more compact—telescopes with lengths below < 10cm are trivially possible—and also significantly cheaper and
easier to manufacture. An extremely low-cost, yet fully-functioning telescope is easily achievable. While image brightness and
sharpness may be limited, the affordability and ease of construction of SLTs make them exceedingly suitable for young amateurs or
ad-hoc field applications. Limited description of the working mechanism of such a telescope has been discussed in literature to date,
and though the optical transfer function applicable for similar optical systems is known [12], no viable way of visualizing the
predicted image formed by the SLT has been demonstrated.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive optical analysis of the SLT system. An analytical theory based on geometrical optics
alongside a numerical ray-tracing simulation framework are first described (Section 2), giving an intuitive understanding of the
working principles and behaviour of the telescope. As is typical, such a theory is accurate only for apertures much larger than the
wavelength of incident light. A more general Fourier optics analysis is next presented (Section 3), accounting for diffractive effects
and valid for arbitrary aperture size and geometric configurations. Derived theoretical results are extensively verified against experimental measurements (Section 4 and 5). The model enables the optimization of the telescopic system for maximal angular
resolution at arbitrary magnification. Through the presented work, we hope to advance SLTs as a highly viable and portable instrument for beginner astronomy.
2. Geometrical optics theory
2.1. Fundamental working principle
Two basic functions are required of telescopes—achieving good angular magnification, and forming a focused image at a
740
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Fig. 2. Photos of observed image through (a) no optical elements, (b) objective lens only, and (c) objective lens and a pinhole aperture. The
introduction of the pinhole enables an approximately focused magnified image to be observed, albeit at reduced brightness.

comfortable viewing distance, typically set as infinity. Suppose rays emerging from a point on the object, assumed to be far from the
observer such that these rays are effectively parallel, form an angle α with the optical axis, and rays emerging from the corresponding
point on the image are also effectively parallel and form an angle β > α with the optical axis. The angular magnification of the
telescope is then Ma = / > 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1a–b for classical refractors.
For a focused image to be observed, rays emerging from any point on the image have to converge to a corresponding point on the
retinal surface (or imaging sensor surface). The naked eye, and almost all electronic imaging systems, can focus at infinity, therefore
the eyepiece lenses of classical refractors are tuned to realign incident rays to be parallel (Fig. 1a–b); the removal of this lens in the
SLT means that the eye will be directly exposed to converging rays, if it is located before the focal point of the objective, or diverging
rays, if located after the focal point. The naked eye or imaging device in general focused at infinity will not focus these rays onto the
imaging sensor plane, and a severely defocused image will be observed—with no additional optical components, a telescope of a
single lens is therefore practically impossible.
In the SLT, this problem is mitigated via means of a pinhole aperture, which allows only a small bundle of approximately-parallel
rays from the objective to reach the imaging device. These rays then appear to intersect the sensor plane at approximately the same
point, even though the true plane of focus is behind the plane (Fig. 1c). At the same time, the magnification condition β/α > 1 can be
satisfied, so long as the imaging device is in close proximity to the real image formed by the objective, such that its angular size is
larger than that of the original object. A comparison of observed images with and without the pinhole aperture is shown in Fig. 2,
demonstrating the severe blurring resulting from the objective lens, and the compensating focusing effect of the aperture, at the
expense of image brightness.
2.2. Angular magnification
The discussion of angular magnification Ma can be restricted to geometrical optics [13], since diffractive and defocusing effects do
not influence the telescope magnification. Considering an object at a finite distance and a small aperture such that incident rays are
effectively restricted to a point (Fig. 3), the thin lens equation and linear magnification can be expressed as
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For large object distance z1, as is typical for telescopes, this simplifies to

Fig. 3. Geometry for the computation of angular magnification of the SLT system.
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This is clearly analogous to the magnification of conventional refractors Ma = fo /fe . The focal length of the objective lens f1 in
the SLT system is directly equivalent to that in refractors fo, whereas the distance between the focal point of the objective lens and the
pinhole aperture z2 f1 is analogous to the focal length of the eyepiece lens fe in refractors.
2.3. Ray-Tracing numerical simulations
The image observed through the SLT for arbitrary objects and lens-aperture placements can be predicted via a geometrical optics
ray-tracing approach. This method is computationally cheap, but is accurate only when the limiting pinhole aperture is much greater
than the wavelength of incident light. A more general Fourier optics framework is later presented (Section 3), encompassing diffractive effects but at greater computational cost.
The propagation of rays across optical boundaries is modelled through Snell’s law, expressed in vector form:

n
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where k^1 and k^2 represent the initial and final ray unit vectors after traversal from a medium of refractive index n1 to n2, and n^ is the
normal vector at the medium boundary. In our implementation, an indirect three-dimensional ray-tracing technique was used for
computational efficiency. Source rays assume random orientations from random locations within the limiting pinhole aperture,
rather than being generated on the object or image plane—this avoids wastage that would occur with a direct approach, as the
majority of rays emitted from the object or image would be blocked by the pinhole.
Each ray is sent backwards towards the objective lens, and after refraction, is checked for intersection with the physical object.
Rays that satisfy this condition are then sent towards the imaging lens and their subsequent positions on the image plane are
recorded. Image intensity is then directly governed by the density of rays intersecting each unit area on the image plane. Note that
because refraction is computed at every optical boundary, arbitrary lens thicknesses and shapes can be modelled. Results from this
approach are presented in Section 5.
3. Fourier optics theory
Diffractive blurring effects [14] are expected to become significant when the pinhole aperture size is of similar magnitude as the
wavelength of incident light λ—to model both geometrical and diffractive effects at reasonable computational cost, a Fourier optics
formulation [15,16] can be used. In Fourier optics, a system of lenses and apertures can be reduced to corresponding entrance and
exit pupils, wherein diffractive effects and aberrations due to geometrical defocusing can be equivalently treated [17,18]; the exit
pupil is used in this analysis.
The general geometry of the system is shown in Fig. 4, with notation conventions consistent with prior definitions in Section 2.
Distances between the optical elements may be related using the thin lens equations
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The entrance and exit pupils are the two images of the pinhole formed by the lens system when viewed from the left and right
respectively; their locations and radii can be found from Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), derived from the thin lens equation and system geometry
respectively:
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Fig. 4. Optical elements and entrance and exit pupils of the SLT. The relative position and sizes of the elements are for visualization purposes only,
and are not necessarily to scale. Note that the focused image formed by the imaging lens does not fall on the sensor plane in a defocused system. The
imaging lens is modelled in accordance with Appendix A.
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The imaging lens is modelled by calculating the positions of its principal planes (see Appendix A). The linear magnification of the
system is then approximately M = zi/ z o , while the angular magnification of the telescope remains approximately Ma = f1 /(z2 f1 )
for large z1, as shown previously in Section 2.2.
The source can be appropriately modelled as an extended object illuminated by spatially incoherent light. The actual image
Ig (u, v ), where ⊗ denotes a convolution, Ig is the intensity prediction of
intensity distribution is then given by Ii (u, v ) = |h (u, v )|2
the image via geometrical optics without aberrations, and |h|2 and h are the intensity and amplitude point spread functions re= {|h|2 } given by
spectively. To compute the convolution, the optical transfer function (OTF)
f
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+ , H = {h} is the amplitude transfer function (ATF), and
is used, where f =
transform operator [19–22]. In general, the ATF of optical systems takes the form
f X2
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(9)
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where k = 2 / and P(x, y) is the exit pupil function. The exponent in Eq. (9) accounts for the phase shift kW(x, y) at the exit pupil
due to geometrical aberrations. Considering on-axis image points, W(x, y) is computed by subtracting the ideal phase distribution
across the exit pupil from the actual one, yielding
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for defocusing aberrations. It is reasonable to assume a circular aperture in the SLT, therefore the exit pupil function has the form
P (x , y ) = circ( x 2 + y 2 / ) . This admits an analytical solution to Eq. (8), given by
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The inverse Fourier transform can then be used to obtain the actual image intensity distribution as Ii =
flowchart summarizing this computational process to predict the produced image is given in Fig. 5.

1{

(f ) {Ig}(fX , fY )} . A

4. Experiment setup
A schematic of the validation experiment setup is given in Fig. 6. The object comprised light emitting diode (LED) strips with
5000K colour temperature, over which a circular mask of 20cm diameter was placed. A diffuser film was mounted atop the mask to
ensure uniform emission intensity over the circular region. The distance from the object to the objective lens was kept at a constant
10.0(1)m. All experiments were conducted in a dark room to minimize ambient light pollution of images.
Pinhole apertures varying from 50µm to 500µm in diameter were used. An optical bandpass filter was placed in front of the

Fig. 5. Flowchart illustrating the computational process for Fourier optics prediction of the observed image. A triangular object is shown for
visualization purposes.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of benchmark experiment setup. The SLT comprises a converging objective lens and a pinhole aperture, and a camera was used as
the imaging device, effectively comprising an imaging lens and an imaging sensor.

pinhole to regulate the wavelengths reaching the camera with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 10nm, centered at either
490nm, 550nm, or 610nm. The characterization of the imaging device used, a Nikon D7200 with an AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.8D lens, is
detailed in Appendix A. The camera ISO settings were kept to the minimum value of 100 to reduce image noise. All images were
underexposed to prevent sensor saturation and captured in RAW format to mitigate internal gamma correction from the camera.
Intensity readings for each pixel were converted from RGB to grayscale using [R G B ] = [0.3 0.6 0.1] weights for the red, blue and
green channels respectively.
5. Results & discussion
The inherently defocused nature of the SLT necessitates a consistent definition of image size and resolution. Intensity profiles are
sampled along a cross-section passing through the center of the image, and the angular resolution is computed based on the relative
circle of confusion size as detected through 5% and 95% intensity cutoffs (see Appendix B for details). The validation of theoretical
results for angular magnification (Section 5.1), intensity profiles and average image brightness (Section 5.2), and angular resolution
(Section 5.3) are discussed.
5.1. Angular magnification
A comparison of the analytical predictions for angular magnification from Eq. (3) against experiment measurements for both
10cm and 25cm objective lens focal lengths is presented in Fig. 7. Excellent agreement is observed, along with the expected shift of
angular magnification from positive (as in Galilean refractors) to negative (as in Keplerian refractors) when the pinhole aperture
position crosses the focal point of the objective lens.
5.2. Image intensity profiles & average brightness
The geometrical optics ray-tracing model (detailed in Section 2.3) can yield predictions for the average brightness of the observed
image—a comparison of such calculations against experiments is shown in Fig. 8. For satisfactory image resolution and noise levels,
2000 rays of random orientation from each of 2000 randomly selected emission points within the pinhole aperture were traced, for a

Fig. 7. Analytical predictions for angular magnification from Eq. (3) compared against experiment results, for objective lens focal lengths f1 = 10cm
(blue) and f1 = 25cm (orange). Inversion of the image is observed when z2 > f1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 8. Geometrical optics ray-tracing predictions of average brightness across the objective lens as viewed by the imaging system, compared against
experiment measurements for various ϵ. Telescope parameters are z2 = 16cm, z 3 = 50mm, f1 = 20cm .

total of 4 × 106 rays. An approximately quadratic trend with pinhole radius ϵ is observed, consistent with the intuition that power
incident through the pinhole aperture is approximately proportional to its area.
The intensity distribution of the image can also be predicted; comparisons of theoretical results and experiment measurements are
shown in Fig. 9, for both = 50µm and = 400µm pinholes. Geometrical optics ray-tracing is adequate for the latter, but the small
aperture size of the former necessitates the Fourier optics model to account for diffractive effects. Note that while the intensity data is
normalized to unity, scaling in the radial direction (x-axis) is performed based on predicted angular resolution alone. An excellent
agreement is evident, reflecting the excellent predictive power of the Fourier optics model in the diffractive regime, as well as that of
the ray-tracing simulations in the geometrical regime. The Fourier optics model, in fact, retains great accuracy across all regimes—this is demonstrated in the next section.
5.3. Angular resolution
Fig. 10 compares angular resolution predictions by the Fourier optics model, numerical ray tracing, and the Rayleigh criterion,
against experiment results for angular magnifications Ma = 3, Ma = 6, and Ma = 10, each with irradiation of wavelength = 490nm,
= 550nm, and = 610nm .
Clearly, the Fourier optics theory accurately unifies predictions by the Rayleigh criterion and the numerical ray-tracer in the
respective diffractive and geometrical regimes; this unification also yields good theoretical description of the intermediate transitional regime between these extremes. Results from Fourier optics converge towards those of the Rayleigh criterion and the ray-tracer
when the aperture radius ϵ grows very small or very large respectively. That the angular resolution worsens for both excessively small
and excessively large aperture sizes is also notable—this is intuitively understood by considering that geometrical and diffractive
effects both contribute towards image blurring. In the diffractive regime, angular resolution worsens with decreasing pinhole size due
to increased diffraction; whereas in the geometrical regime, angular resolution worsens with increasing aperture size due to the
increased angular extent of permitted rays from each point on the intermediate real image.
This behaviour results in the existence of an optimal aperture size ϵ*, at which the combined blurring from diffraction and
defocusing is minimized, located at the minimum points of the Fourier optics prediction curves. It is observed that ϵ* can be reasonably approximated by naively computing the intersection between the Rayleigh criterion and the geometrical optics predictions
from the ray-tracer; however, the angular resolution at the optimal aperture size is severely underestimated with this approach. The
degree of diffractive blurring increases with increasing irradiation wavelength λ, evidenced by the growth in separation between the

Fig. 9. Measured image intensity profiles for = 50µm (blue), compared against predictions from the Fourier optics theory, and = 400µm (orange),
compared against predictions from geometrical optics ray-tracing. Telescope parameters are z2 = 16cm, z 3 = 50mm, f1 = 20cm . (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. Predicted and measured angular resolution across varying ϵ, for Ma = 3 (purple), Ma = 6 (orange), and Ma = 10 (blue). For each set, straight
dash-dotted lines represent geometrical optics ray-tracing predictions, and curves represent Fourier optics predictions, for = 490nm (solid),
= 550nm (dashed), and = 610nm (dotted). The Rayleigh criterion, given by 0.61λ/ϵ, for each of these wavelengths is plotted in black.
Experiment data at different Ma are plotted using the same colour scheme for = 490nm, = 550nm, and = 610nm, represented by circular,
square, and diamond markers respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

curves for different wavelengths as ϵ decreases (Fig. 10); as a result, ϵ* increases with λ.
Lastly, geometrical blurring is observed to worsen with increasing angular magnification. This is expected, as an increased
angular magnification directly results from a closer distance between the pinhole and the intermediate real image; this implies a
greater degree of defocusing for an imaging device focused at infinity, and thus greater geometrical blurring. The optimal aperture
size ϵ*, consequently, decreases with increasing angular magnification. The shift in ϵ* with λ implies that SLTs cannot be made
perfectly optimal across a range of irradiance wavelengths, but deviations from optimality is sufficiently small across the visible band
that this limitation is insignificant; on the other hand, shifts in ϵ* with Ma can be mitigated with a set of interchangeable fixed
apertures or a variable aperture, adjusted synchronously with angular magnification to maintain optimality.
Overall, the excellent agreement between predictions from the Fourier optics theory and experimental results across diffractive
and geometrical regimes demonstrates the strong predictive power and generality of the model. For sufficiently large aperture sizes,
geometrical ray-tracing may be utilized instead to reduce computational costs.
6. Conclusion
A telescope design (SLT) comprising a single lens and a small aperture, instead of the minimally two lenses in classical refractors,
has been presented in this study, and a comprehensive analysis of its optical properties has been examined. A geometrical optics
framework was first derived to explain the fundamental working principles of the telescope, which hinges on exploiting the aperture
to enable an approximate focusing of the image. Complementing the analytical model is a numerical ray-tracer, enabling the prediction of observed images for arbitrary objects and lens-aperture configurations. To account for diffractive effects when aperture
sizes approach irradiance wavelength, a more general Fourier optics formulation was also presented.
Extensive experiment validation of predicted angular magnification, image intensity profiles, and angular resolution has been
demonstrated, across a range of geometric parameters, lens focal lengths, and aperture sizes. It is observed that the telescope
transitions from producing an upright image, typical of classical Galilean refractors, to producing an inverted image, typical of
Keplerian refractors, as the aperture is shifted beyond the focal plane of the lens. As both diffractive defocusing and geometrical
aberrations contribute to image blurring, the angular resolution of the telescope displays a local minimum, indicative of the existence
of an optimum aperture size. In unifying geometrical and diffractive regimes, the Fourier optics model consistently displays excellent
accuracy, and predicts these optimum apertures well; predicted shifts in optimum aperture size with irradiance wavelength is largely
insignificant across the visible band, but shifts with angular magnification may require interchangeable or variable apertures to
robustly maintain optimality.
The mechanical simplicity of the SLT enables greatly reduced costs and vast improvements in the ease of production. Rudimentary
units can be built at extremely low cost with readily obtainable materials, for instance comprising a magnifying glass as the objective
lens and pinholes apertures from pierced paper—this makes the SLT suited for various educational or fieldwork applications. The
results and analysis presented here describes the SLT comprehensively, and are expected to facilitate practical utilization of such
systems.
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Appendix A. Imaging Lens Model
The imaging lens of non-negligible thickness is reduced to equivalent thin lenses at the principal planes [23]; z3 thus becomes the
distance between the pinhole aperture and the front principal plane P, while z4 becomes that between the rear principal plane P′ and
the sensor plane. This is illustrated in Fig. A1. Table 1 presents the principal plane positions of the AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.8D prime lens
used in experiments, as extracted from existing literature [24]. This modelling approach is easily extendable for the naked eye [25].

Fig. A1. Schematic showing the locations of the front principal plane P and rear principal plane P′ of the imaging lens.
Table 1
Distances measured from sensor plane. P and P′
denote the front principal plane and rear principal
plane respectively.
P (mm)

P’ (mm)

48.5 ± 0.1

51.5 ± 0.1

Appendix B. Image Processing
Angular resolution for a given theoretical or experimental image is calculated as follows. An intensity profile is sampled along a
cross-section passing through the center of the image. The quantity rcoc then is determined using 5% and 95% intensity cutoffs, as
shown in Fig. B1. The angular resolution θ is then given by

=

2

max rcoc

pts (z1

+ z2)

|Ma |,

(B.1)

where ξmax is the width of the considered object plane while ξpts is the number of pixels used in the computation. In similar fashion,
image size rimage is calculated by considering the width spanned by the two 50% intensity cutoffs.

Fig. B1. Determination of rcoc and rimage from the intensity profile of an image cross-section.
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